EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Danfoss A/S
Danfoss Energy Metering

declares under our sole responsibility that the product(s) energy meters

Type(s) SONO 3500 CT

Covered by this declaration is in conformity with the following directive(s), standard(s) or other normative document(s), provided that the product is used in accordance with our instructions.

**2014/68/EU Pressure Equipment Directive**
Conformity assessment procedure according to Annex III: Module B + C2.
**Notified Body - 0200**
Force Certification, Park Alle 345
DK-2605 Brønby
has issued following certificates:
Module B: DK-0200-PED-01454
Module C2: DK-0200-PED-01455

**2014/30/EU EMC Directive**
EN 61326-1:2013; Electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use – EMC requirements.

**2011/65/EU RoHS**
RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU
Restriction of Hazardous substances
EN 50581:2012

**2014/32/EU Measuring Instrument Directive**
EN 1434: 2007; Heat meters
Conformity assessment procedure according to Annex MI-004: Module B + D.
**Notified Body - 0200**
Force Certification, Park Alle 345
DK-2605 Brønby
has issued following certificates:
Module B: DK-0200-MI004-032
Module D: DK-0200-MID-D-008

**2014/35/EU Low Voltage Directive**
EN 61010-1:2010; Safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement, control, and laboratory use Part 1: General requirements

Danfoss only vouches for the correctness of the English version of this declaration. In the event of the declaration being translated into any other language, the translator concerned shall be liable for the correctness of the translation.
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